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WAHLSTROM VS JEFFREY
Combat Sports coverage

Event Results
• Eva Wahlstrom vs Ronica

Jeffrey was a DRAW
• John Vera defeated Ravshan

Hudaynazarov by DEC
• Britian Hart vs Jaime

Mitchell Was a DRAW
• Trevor Covington defeated

Ming Freeman by DEC

Fight Of The Night
Combat Sports Coverage pick
for fight of the night awards
goes to the main fighters for
having a 10 round war. Which
was an absolutely back and
forth championship title fight
between these top boxers.

My Key Take Aways
This event really showed
women’s boxing is really
starting to become main
stream with half these
professional boxing fights on
this card were women and had
a females world title fight as
the headliner. Also nothing is
wrong with a draws. It’s better
than screwing over a fighter.
So I was happy to see them.

Roy Jones Jr Boxing Event
Roy Jones JR Boxing Promotion held an amazing free
professional boxing event August 2, 2019 in LAS VEGAS at
Thomas & Mack center home to the UNLV Rebels Basketball
team. Which was a very exciting action packed night of world
class boxing. Brought to you live on UFC Fight Pass.
In the main event we saw Finland’s WBO champion Eva
Wahlstrom (22-1-1) vs Ronica Jeﬀrey (17-1) fight for the super
featherweight Title. Which was a very exciting action packed
world class boxing match showing oﬀ how great both these
female boxer our. It was a very close back and forth 10 round
fight. Jeﬀrey started oﬀ very strong landing power punches and
showed that she is very explosive inside the ring. In the later
rounds we saw the more experience boxer Eva starting to pick up
her fight pace and find her mark for her quick combo punches.
By the end of the fight both boxer had cuts from each other
punches. Truly a great back and forth war from these champions,
The fight was ruled a draw but the crowned did seem to agree.
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In the Co Main Event we saw two very talented
boxing prospects in local Las Vegas fighter
Ravshan Hudaynazarov (17-1 with 11 KOs) vs
Texas fighter John Vera (18-1 with 11 KOs). With
both boxers coming in with high level
competition and knock out power. In this fight
we saw Hudaynazarov start oﬀ very strong landing
power punches and looking for a early knock out.
But the Texas native Vera showed he has a great
chin and stayed in the fight and started to pick
park his opponent with his own power punches
that came behind a beautiful jab. It was a great 6
round war, where Vera really started to pull ahead
in the later rounds and take this fight by
Unanimous decision.

PROSPECT S ALART
You definitely want to keep your eyes on these top upcoming boxing Prospects that showed up
and put on a brilliant display of boxing and showed that they our ready for the next step in there
boxing careers.
Former Bare Knuckles boxing title challenger Britain Hart and undefeated boxer Jamie Mitchell
put on a very exciting back and forth war. It was a classic power vs speed bout with both boxers
showing what they are made of. Jamie was landing some heavy punches though out the whole
fight. But Hart showed her heart and stayed in Jamie’s face with punches and bunches. Which
ended in a draw and I totally agreed with the judges on this call.
We also saw Las Vegas owns Trevor Covington vs heavy hitter Ming Freeman. Which was Trevor’s
professional boxing debut, but you would have never thought that about him. He was very
composed for a debut fighter and seemed like he’s been a pro for years. He took some big
punches in the first round from Freeman , which he didn’t seem to raddled him at all. Covington
stayed very composed without the fight and landed some beautiful combos on Freeman. Trevor
Covington won by DEC.
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